case study

High Visibility Down Under: Bing Lee Reinvents its
Centralized DC with Wireless Technology and Intermec
by Honeywell CK3 and CN50 Mobile Computers
In 1957, Bing Lee and his son Ken co-founded the company
that bears his name. From its humble start as an electrical repair
business in Fairfield, New South Wales, Bing Lee grew into one
of the largest family-owned electrical retailers in Australia.
Bing Lee’s central distribution center services the company’s 39 stores.
In addition to providing next day direct to home deliveries in the Sydney
Metro area, the facility also coordinates stock transfers between all
stores – leading to a number of logistical and technical challenges.
Initially operating manual paper run sheets, it was clear Bing Lee
needed a more efficient system to improve stock accuracy and
track and trace all products and orders for direct to home deliveries.
Instances of lost or misplaced inventory also made it apparent
that stock transfers needed improving – from warehouse-to-store,
and store-to-store – from the time an order was placed to the
time of signature proof of delivery on receipt by the customer.

Going Wireless to Develop a
Modern Mobile Delivery System

“The system has provided large benefits by reducing the number of stock losses.”
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Gaining Greater Stock Control
and Driver Visibility in Real Time

On return to the warehouse, the driver
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In Bing Lee’s new stock delivery system,
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Planning Forward to Expand ROI
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Customer Service Gets
a Big Boost, Too

the ROI comes in the form of customer
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service benefits, which are difficult to
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problems. And dynamically updated vehicle
movements make it easier to provide
customers with estimated times of arrival.
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